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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a decode-and-forward
(DF) cooperation system consisting of two cooperative users in
sending their information to a common destination, for which
the distributed space-time coding (DSTC) is applied in an op-
portunistic manner, called opportunistic DSTC (O-DSTC),
depending on whether the two users succeed in decoding each
other’s information or not. We propose two O-DSTC schemes
for the full-duplex and half-duplex relaying scenarios, which are,
respectively, referred to as the full-duplex and half-duplex-based
O-DSTC. We evaluate the outage performance of the proposed
O-DSTC as well as the conventional selective DF (S-DF) coop-
eration and fixed DSTC (F-DSTC) schemes. Numerical results
show that the O-DSTC outperforms the conventional S-DF and
F-DSTC schemes considering both full-duplex and half-duplex. In
addition, we develop the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) of
the proposed O-DSTC, conventional S-DF and F-DSTC schemes
by considering the two cooperative users with different data rates
(also known as different multiplexing gains). We show that, for
both the full-duplex and half-duplex modes, the proposed O-DSTC
strictly outperforms the conventional S-DF and F-DSTC in terms
of DMT. It is also shown that, in the full-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme, the diversity gain obtained by any of the two cooperative
users not only depends on its own multiplexing gain, but also
relates to its partner’s multiplexing gain. By jointly considering
the two users’ DMT, the full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme can
achieve the optimal diversity gain when the two users are with
the same multiplexing gain. For the half-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme, the DMT performance of the two users are independent
of each other, which differs from the full-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme where mutual dependence exists between the cooperative
users in terms of DMT.

Index Terms—Cooperative diversity, decode-and-forward (DF),
distributed space-time coding (DSTC), diversity-multiplexing
tradeoff (DMT), outage probability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A S is well known, transmit diversity has been proposed
by sending signal through multiple antennas to combat

fading effects, which is widely recognized as an effective means
to improve wireless transmission performance [1], e.g., Alam-
outi 2 1 space-time coding has been incorporated into var-
ious cellular and wireless standards. However, in some prac-
tical scenarios (e.g., handheld terminals, sensor nodes, etc.), it
may be difficult to support multiple antennas due to the terminal
size, power consumption, and hardware limitations [2]. To that
end, cooperative diversity is emerging as an alternative method
to obtain the transmit diversity by allowing single-antenna ter-
minals to share their antennas to form a virtual antenna array
[3]. Recently, cooperative diversity has been studied extensively
from different perspectives, e.g., outage probability analysis [4],
[5], diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) [6]–[9], and its ap-
plications to emerging cognitive radio networks [10]–[12].

A. Related Works

Cooperative diversity has been first introduced in [3] by
considering two cooperative users in a code-division multiple
access (CDMA) scenario, where achievable data rate regions
for cooperative users are developed. Then, in [4], the authors
have studied two users in assisting each other’s transmissions
with a half-duplex relay regime and examined several relaying
protocols. It has been shown in [4] that the diversity gain
achieved typically comes at the expense of multiplexing gain,
since two channels are required for each message transmis-
sion from source via relay to destination. To alleviate the
multiplexing gain loss, a dynamic decode-and-forward (DDF)
strategy has been proposed in [6] by allowing both source and
relay nodes to transmit their independent Gaussian codewords
in the same channel, for which a DMT analysis is conducted
in an information-theoretic sense. Besides, in [7] and [8],
the authors have examined a superposition coding approach
to improve the multiplexing gain of cooperative networks,
where each user transmits a linear combination of its own
information and the others’ information. The superposition
decoding typically uses log-likelihood ratios to extract multiple
modulated symbols from one superposition codeword, which,
however, requires precise instantaneous fading gains and noise
variance, in addition to linear combination coefficients that
the superposition codeword employs. Moreover, as mentioned
in [7], improper combination coefficients would make the
superposition coding approach break down. However, how to
perform an efficient design for such coefficients is unknown and
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very challenging, especially for multiple users with high-order
modulation.
As an alternative, space-time coding has been shown as

an effective method in traditional multiple-antenna systems
to increase the reliability and capacity of a wireless link
[13]–[15]. Hence, it is of interest to utilize space-time coding
for cooperative diversity, which is called distributed space-time
coding (DSTC) since its encoding process is operated among
distributed cooperative users’ antennas. DSTC has been first
explored for the cooperative diversity in [16], where each
message transmission from a source to its destination requires
two phases: 1) the source multicasts its message to the co-
operative terminals and destination, and 2) these terminals
(that successfully decode the source message) retransmit a
space-time coded version of their decoded results. In [17], the
authors have studied the application of space-time coding to an
amplify-and-forward relay network and proposed a two-step
cooperative relaying protocol. To be specific, in the first step,
a source transmits a message and, in the next step, relay nodes
encode their received signals into a “distributed” linear dis-
persion code, and forward the coded signals to destination. In
[18], the authors have investigated the Alamouti space-time
coding for regenerative relay networks and analyzed the effect
of intermediate decision errors at a cooperative relay, where
the relay first decodes its received signals, and then re-encodes
(based on the Alamouti coding) and forwards the decoded out-
comes to the destination. More recently, [19] has examined the
use of Alamouti space-time coding in a nonregenerative relay
network by allowing each relay to retransmit an appropriately
scaled Alamouti coded version of its received signal, where the
scaling factor is adapted to channel conditions to minimize the
outage probability.

B. Motivation and Contribution

It is important to note that the performance improvement
achieved by all previous DSTC researches [16]–[19] in terms of
diversity gain comes at the cost of one-half of multiplexing gain.
In this paper, we investigate opportunistic distributed space-
time coding (O-DSTC) with full-diversity and, at the same time,
with an increased multiplexing gain as compared to [4] and
[16]–[19]. We first consider the full-duplex relay regime and
propose a full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme, which is proven
as a full-diversity and full-rate code. We then consider the half-
duplex relay scenario and propose a half-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme. We show that the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme
achieves full diversity and amaximummultiplexing gain of two-
third. This is attractive as compared with previous researches
[4], [16]–[19] where a maximummultiplexing gain of only one-
half is obtained. The main contributions of this paper are de-
scribed as follows.
• We consider a decode-and-forward cooperation system
that consists of two users assisting each other in sending in-
formation to a common destination. Note that the two-user
cooperation is an essential scenario to be addressed,
since a general multiple-user scenario can typically be
converted to a two-user cooperation by designing an
additional grouping and partner selection protocol [21].

We explore so-called opportunistic distributed space-time
coding (O-DSTC) and propose two O-DSTC schemes
for the full-duplex and half-duplex regimes, called the
full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that a fully distributed approach
is proposed to implement the half-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme without any feedback information between any
two network nodes (including the two cooperative users
and destination).

• We derive closed-form outage probability expressions of
the proposed full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC
schemes as well as the conventional selective decode-and-
forward (S-DF) cooperation [4] and the fixed distributed
space-time coding (F-DSTC) [18], [19] where the Alam-
outi space-time coding [13] is always applied.We illustrate
the advantage of proposed O-DSTC over the conventional
S-DF and F-DSTC schemes in terms of the outage proba-
bility. It is pointed out that the proposed O-DSTC outper-
forms the conventional S-DF cooperation by about 3–5 dB,
which indirectly shows its advantage over the superposi-
tion modulation-based cooperative diversity [7], [8], since
the latter approach outperforms the conventional S-DF by
1.5–2 dB only as reported in [7] and [8].

• We examine the DMT performance of the full-duplex
and half-duplex-based O-DSTC and F-DSTC schemes by
considering the two cooperative users with different data
rates. It is shown that, no matter which duplex mode is
used, the O-DSTC strictly outperforms the conventional
S-DF cooperation [4] and F-DSTC [18] in terms of DMT.
We show that, in the full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme,
the diversity gain achieved by any of the two cooperative
users depends on both the two users’ multiplexing gains
and by jointly considering the two users’ DMT, the optimal
diversity gain can be obtained when the two users are with
the same multiplexing gain. For the half-duplex-based
O-DSTC scheme, the diversity gain of a user only depends
on its own multiplexing gain and the DMT performance
of the two users are independent of each other.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After
a brief description of the system model in Section II, we pro-
pose the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes,
followed by Section III, where an outage analysis of the pro-
posed O-DSTC, traditional F-DSTC [18] and S-DF cooperation
[4] is presented along with the numerical outage probability re-
sults. Next, in Section IV, we investigate the DMT performance
of the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC and F-DSTC
schemes. Finally, in Section V, we make some concluding re-
marks.

II. PROPOSED OPPORTUNISTIC DISTRIBUTED SPACE-TIME
CODING (O-DSTC) SCHEMES

In this section, we first present the system model used
throughout this paper. Next, we propose the O-DSTC schemes
with full-duplex and half-duplex considerations, which are
referred to as the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC,
respectively. For the comparison purpose, we also present the
conventional S-DF cooperation as proposed in [4].
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Fig. 1. A decode-and-forward cooperation system with two cooperative users
transmitting data to a common destination.

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a cooperative diversity
system consisting of two cooperative users (as denoted by
U1 and U2), which assist each other using a DF protocol in
transmitting their information (i.e., and ) to a common
destination, where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent U1 and U2,
respectively. Although only two cooperative users are consid-
ered in this paper, this is an essential scenario to be addressed,
since a more generic scenario with multiple source users can be
typically converted to the two-user cooperation by designing
an additional grouping and partner selection protocol [21]. In
addition, each node as shown in Fig. 1 is assumed to have a
single antenna, for which two duplex modes (i.e., full-duplex
and half-duplex) are considered in the paper. It is pointed out
that full-duplex and half-duplex [20] refer to the antenna with
and without the capability of transmitting and receiving a signal
simultaneously over the same channel, respectively.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates that the proposed full-duplex-based

O-DSTC scheme divides a total block into two time frames
which are shared between U1 and U2. In the first time frame,
both U1 and U2, respectively, transmit their own information
and to the destination. At the same time, by considering

the full-duplex regime, U1 and U2 can receive and decode
each other’s information over the channels between the two
users, called inter-user channels. In the subsequent time frame,
U1 and U2 transmit and in an opportunistic encoding
manner depending on whether U1 and U2 decode each other’s
information successfully or not, which will be discussed in
details in Section II-B. One can observe from Fig. 2(a) that
the full-duplex-based O-DSTC utilizes two time frames for
transmitting two symbols (i.e., and ), implying that full
multiplexing gain (also known as full rate) is achieved. We
will prove in Section IV that such an O-DSTC scheme also
achieves the full diversity gain and, in contrast, the traditional
fixed DSTC (F-DSTC) is unable to achieve full diversity due
to the bottleneck effect caused by inter-user channels. Notice
that, in the traditional F-DSTC scheme, either U1 or U2 failing
to decoding its partner’s information will result in interference
at the destination in decoding both the two users’ information,
as will be shown in (44).
In Fig. 2(b), we depict the half-duplex-based O-DSTC, where

a total block is divided into three time frames. The difference
between the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC is that
the former scheme utilizes one time frame to exchange the in-
formation between U1 and U2, however the half-duplex-based

Fig. 2. Opportunistic distributed space-time coding (O-DSTC) and conven-
tional S-DF [4] structures. (a) Full-duplex-based O-DSTC. (b) Half-duplex-
based O-DSTC. (c) Conventional S-DF cooperation.

O-DSTC requires two frames to complete the exchange process.
From Fig. 2(b), one can see that, in the first two time frames,
U1 and U2, respectively, broadcast and to each other and
the destination. During the third time frame, U1 and U2 en-
code and transmit and using an opportunistic encoding
approach, for which a detailed explanation will be presented
in Section II-C. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the half-duplex-based
O-DSTC uses three time frames for the transmission of and
, thus a maximum multiplexing gain of two-third is achieved.

This is very attractive as compared with the conventional S-DF
cooperation [4] and previous DSTC researches [16]–[19] where
a maximum multiplexing gain of only one-half is obtained.
Fig. 2(c) shows the conventional S-DF cooperation scheme as

proposed in [4], where U1 and U2 are assisting each other’s data
transmissions (i.e., and ) using four time frames. Specifi-
cally, in the first time frame of block , U1 broadcasts its own
information to the destination and U2 that attempts to de-
code its received signal. Then, in the second time frame, U2
forwards its decoded outcome in a selective manner depending
on whether it succeeds in decoding or not. If U2 decodes U1’s
transmission successfully, it will forward to the destina-
tion. Otherwise, U2 just keeps silent in the second time frame.
The process of transmitting during the remaining two time
frames of block is essentially same as the procedure of trans-
mitting in the first two frames. One can see from Fig. 2(c) that
four time frames are used to complete the transmissions of
and , implying that a maximum multiplexing gain of one-half
only is achieved by the conventional S-DF cooperation [4].
In addition, each channel between any two nodes as shown

in Fig. 1 is modeled as Rayleigh block fading, which is con-
stant during one time block and varies independently in the next
time block. Assume that all channels are independent of each
other and the channel state information (CSI) is available at a re-
ceiver.Moreover, the receiver has additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with zero mean and variance .
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B. Full-Duplex-Based O-DSTC Scheme

As a baseline, let us consider the noncooperative transmission
with one block consisting of two time frames where two users
take turns in accessing the time frames to transmit their own
data with power at data rates and in bits per frame,
respectively. One can see from Fig. 2(a) that, in the full-du-
plex-based O-DSTC, two independent symbols and are
transmitted by using two time frames, whichmeans that no extra
channel resource is wasted by retransmission. Thus, when U1
and U2, respectively, transmit at data rates and in the
full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme, it is guaranteed to transmit
the same amount information (during one block) as the non-
cooperative scheme. However, the proposed full-duplex-based
O-DSTC scheme requires both U1 and U2 always transmitting
in two frames during one block, differing from noncooperative
schemewhere U1 and U2 take turns in the time block to transmit
their information. Hence, for a fair comparison with the nonco-
operative transmission in terms of power consumption, we con-
sider one-half power for each user during one time frame
in the full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme. Accordingly, the re-
ceived signal at the destination in the first time frame of block
is expressed as

(1)

where the superscript 1 represents the first time frame of block
, and are fading coefficients of the channel from U1 to
destination and that from U2 to destination, respectively, and
represents AWGN with zero mean and variance . Note that
the fading coefficients are modeled as constant during one block
(including two frames for full-duplex-based O-DSTC) and vary
independently in next time block. Meanwhile, the full-duplex
enables U1 and U2 to receive and decode each other’s infor-
mation over the interuser channels at the same time. Hence, the
received signals at U1 and U2 are, respectively, given by

(2)

where represents the channel from U2 to U1 and is
AWGN with zero mean and variance , and

(3)

where represents the channel from U1 to U2 and is
AWGN with zero mean and variance . Then, U1 and U2 de-
code each other’s information using their received signals as
given by (2) and (3), respectively. For the full-duplex-based
O-DSTC scheme, we consider that U1 and U2 will acknowl-
edge each other and the destination if they succeed in decoding
or not using feedback channels. It is assumed that both U1 and
U2 always decode the acknowledgement information success-
fully, considering the fact that an acknowledgment consists of
only one-bit information.
In the second time frame of block , U1 and U2 encode and

transmit and in an opportunistic manner depending on

their decoded outcomes in the first frame. To be specific, if both
U1 and U2 decode each other’s information successfully, the
Alamouti space-time coding [13] will be utilized, i.e., and
are transmitted by U1 and U2, respectively. Otherwise, U1

and U2, respectively, transmit and to the destination, in-
stead of the Alamouti coding. This is due to the fact that, when
either U1 or U2 fails to decode, the use of Alamouti space-time
codewill introduce interference at the destination in decoding
and . Meanwhile, the destination can not rely on its received
signal in the first frame to decode and , since two unknowns
( and ) are in one equation, as shown in (1). In order to re-
cover and at the destination in this case, U1 and U2 are
allowed to transmit and , respectively, to the destination
in the second time frame, which guarantees the full multiplexing
gain achieved and has the advantage of simple implementation
for decoding and at the destination. The coding/trans-
mission approach discussed above is refereed to as the full-du-
plex-based opportunistic distributed space-time coding, which
differs from the traditional DSTC in [18] and [19] where the
Alamouti space-time coding is always used. With the coherent
detection, the mutual information from U2 to U1 as denoted by

can be calculated from (2) as

(4)

where . Similarly, from (3), the mutual information from
U1 to U2 is given by

(5)

In an information-theoretic sense, when the channel capacity
falls below a predefined data rate, it is regarded as an outage
event and the receiver is doomed to fail to decode the original
data no matter what decoding algorithm is used. Hence, consid-
ering data rates and (for U1 and U2, respectively), the
event that both U1 and U2 succeed in decoding can be described
as and , which is denoted by for nota-
tion convenience. Similarly, we use to represent the other
case that either U1 or U2 or both fail to decode, i.e.,
and/or . In the case of , the Alamouti space-time
coding will be utilized, and and are transmitted by U1
and U2 in the second time frame of block . Thus, the received
signal at the destination is written as

(6)

where the superscript 2 represents the second time frame and
is the AWGN received at destination. Combining (1) and (6), we
can obtain from Alamouti decoding algorithm as

(7)
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Hence, in the case of , the mutual information from U1
and U2 to the destination is calculated from (7) as

(8)
Given case occurred, i.e., either U1 or U2 or both fail
to decode each other’s information, U1 and U2, respectively,
transmit and to the destination. Thus, in the case of
, the received signal at the destination in the second time frame
is given by

(9)

By solving (1) and (9), the destination can easily decode and
as follows

(10)

from which and are estimated as
and

by using

the maximum likelihood (ML) detection, where and ,
respectively, represent the sets of modulation symbols and
. Therefore, given , the mutual information from U1

and U2 to the destination, and , are
obtained from (10) as

(11)

and

(12)

Although the occurrence of case results in both and
going through only one fading path as shown in (11) and (12),
the case occurs when either U1 or U2 fails to decode
its partner’s information, i.e., one of the two inter-user channels
must be in outage given . Hence, the destination fails to
decode (or ) only when the channel from U1 to destination
and one of the inter-user channels are both in outage. This im-
plies that, in the case of , both U1 and U2 can still achieve
a diversity gain of two. In addition, it is pointed out that, by con-
sidering that both U1 and U2 notify the destination whether or
not they succeed in decoding each other’s information through
feedback channels, the destination is able to determine which
detection algorithm should be selected between (7) and (10) and
used for decoding and .

C. Half-Duplex-Based O-DSTC Scheme

This subsection discusses the half-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme. One can see from Fig. 2(b) that in the half-du-
plex-based O-DSTC scheme, three time frames within one
block are required to transmit two symbols and . In order
to send the same amount information as the noncooperative
scheme during one block, the half-duplex-based O-DSTC

scheme shall transmit at 1.5 times data rate of the nonco-
operative transmission. Thus, we consider U1 and U2 with
data rates and in bits per frame, respectively, for the
half-duplex-based O-DSTC. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme divides one block into
three time frames and requires both U1 and U2 to transmit in
either one or two frames per block. Assuming the worst case of
the two users transmitting in two frames per block, we consider
the power of for each user during one time frame in the
half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme for a fair comparison with
the noncooperative scheme in terms of power consumption.
In the first time frame of block , U1 broadcasts its signal

with power and rate to U2 and destination. Thus, the
received signals at the destination and U2 are expressed as

(13)

and

(14)

Similarly, in the second time frame, U2 transmits to U1 and
destination with power and rate . Hence, the received
signals at the destination and U1 are given by

(15)

and

(16)

Then, U1 and U2 attempt to decode their received signals based
on (14) and (16), respectively. In the third time frame of block
, the transmit symbols sent by U1 and U2 depend on their local
decoded outcome without any acknowledgment (feedback) be-
tween each other. Specifically, if U1 succeeds in decoding U2’s
information , it will transmit ; otherwise, it just keeps
quiet to avoid interference. Similarly, if U2 succeeds in de-
coding , it will transmit to the destination; otherwise, no
signal is transmitted. Hence, there are four possible outcomes at
the destination which requires respective decoding algorithms.
As shown in Fig. 3, we can implement four decoding branches in
parallel at the destination and, in general, only one branch output
will pass the forward error detection (e.g., CRC checking). This
means that the destination can decode and locally without
any feedback information from U1 and U2 about whether the
two users decode each other’s information successfully or not.
This advantage comes at the cost of implementation complexity
due to the parallel decoding architecture. It is pointed out that,
if feedback channels are available for U1 and U2 to notify the
destination whether they succeed in decoding or not, the mul-
tiple parallel decoding branches as illustrated in Fig. 3 can be
reduced to a single branch structure.
With the coherent detection, the mutual information from U2

to U1 and that from U1 to U2 are calculated from (14) and (16)
as

(17)
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Fig. 3. A fully distributed approach for implementation of the proposed half-duplex-based O-DSTC decoding at the destination.

and

(18)

As discussed above, there are four possible outcomes with re-
gard to whether U1 and U2 succeed in decoding each other. For
simplicity, let , 2, 3, and 4, respectively, denote U1 and
U2 decode successfully, U1 succeeds and U2 fails, U1 fails and
U2 succeeds, and both fail. Hence, in an information-theoretic
sense, events , 2, 3, and 4 are described as

(19)

In the case of , and are transmitted by U1 and U2
in the third time frame of block . Thus, the received signal at
the destination in this case is written as

(20)

where is AWGN with zero mean and variance . By using
(13), (15) and (20), and are demodulated at the destination
as follows

(21)

where . Note that the motivation of using
jointly with is to employ the Alamouti decoding al-
gorithm to decode the desired signals and . One can see
that the first matrix in (21) is the exact Alamouti decoding ma-
trix which is also used in (7) for the full-duplex-based O-DSTC

scheme. It is pointed out that the decoding strategy adopted in
(21) has low computational complexity and preserves the full di-
versity, as will be shown later in (66). Hence, given , the
mutual information from U1 and U2 to the destination,
and , are calculated from (21) as

(22)

and

(23)

Given occurred, i.e., U1 succeeds in decoding from
(16) and U2 fails to decode from (14), U1 transmits and
U2 keeps quiet during the third time frame of block . There-
fore, in the case of , the received signal at the destination
is given by

(24)

Using (13), (15) and (24), the destination will decode and
as follows

(25)

Hence, given , the mutual information from U1 to the
destination and that from U2 to the destination are given by

(26)
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and

(27)

Note that case occurs when the channel from U1 to U2
is in outage. Thus, the destination will fail to decode only
when both the channels from U1 to U2 and that from U1 to
destination are in outage. This implies that a diversity gain of
two is still achieved by the U1’s transmissions given ,
which will be proven in Section IV. In the case of , i.e.,
U1 fails to decode from (16) and U2 succeeds in decoding
from (14), U1 keeps quiet and U2 transmits in the third time
frame of block . Hence, given , the received signal at the
destination can be given by

(28)

Combining (13), (15), and (28), the destination can decode
and as given by

(29)

from which the mutual information from U1 and U2 to the des-
tination can be calculated as

(30)

and

(31)

The last case indicates that both U1 and U2 fail to decode
each other’s information. In this case, the destination can only
rely on (13) and (15) to decode and , respectively. Thus,
the corresponding mutual information from U1 and U2 to des-
tination, and , are given by

(32)

and

(33)

It is worth mentioning that case occurs only when both
the channels from U1 to U2 and from U2 to U1 are in outage.

D. Conventional S-DF Cooperation

For the comparison purpose, we now present the conventional
S-DF cooperation [4]. As shown in Fig. 2(c), four time frames
are required during one block to complete the transmissions of
and . Hence, for a fair comparison to the noncooperative

scheme in terms of the data rate within one block, we consider
U1 and U2 with data rates and in bits per frame, re-
spectively. Besides, Fig. 2(c) shows that the S-DF cooperation
scheme divides one block into four time frames, where both U1
and U2 transmit in two frames per block and keep silent during
half of one block. Therefore, in order to make a fair comparison
with the noncooperative scheme in terms of power consump-
tion, we consider the power of for each user during one time
frame in the S-DF cooperation scheme.
In the first time frame of block , U1 broadcasts its signal

to U2 and destination with power and rate . Hence, the
corresponding mutual information from U1 to U2 can be given
by

(34)

In the second frame of block , the transmit symbol sent by
U2 depends on whether U2 decodes its received signal from U1
in the first frame successfully or not. To be specific, if U2 suc-
ceeds in decoding its received signal, it transmits ; Otherwise,
nothing is transmitted. For notational convenience, let
represent that U2 succeeds in decoding and repre-
sent the other case. Thus, we can easily describe events
and as and , respectively. Given

(implying that U2 decodes successfully), U2 would
forward in the second time frame and thus the destination ob-
tains two received copies of . By considering maximum ratio
combining (MRC), the conditional mutual information from U1
to destination in the case of can be given by

(35)

Besides, given , the destination can only rely on the
transmission from U1 in the first frame to decode , and thus
the conditional mutual information from U1 to the destination
in this case is given by

(36)

Notice that similar mutual information can be obtained for the
transmission of during the third and fourth time frames of
block , as shown in Fig. 2(c).

III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS OVER RAYLEIGH
FADING CHANNELS

In this section, we examine the outage probability for both
the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes as well
as the conventional S-DF [4] and F-DSTC [18]. We only focus
on the performance analysis of the transmission of from U1
to destination throughout this paper, and similar performance
results can be obtained for the transmission of from U2 to
destination. Let us first consider the traditional noncooperative
scenario in a Rayleigh fading environment, where the outage
probability of U1’s transmissions with power and rate is
given by

(37)
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where .

A. Full-Duplex Based DSTC Schemes

1) Outage Analysis of Full-Duplex Based O-DSTC Scheme:
As discussed in Section II-B, the full-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme utilizes an opportunistic encoding approach depending
on whether U1 and U2 succeed in decoding each other’s in-
formation. Following (8) and (11), an outage probability of the
U1’s transmission can be expressed as

(38)

where , , , and are, respectively,
given by (4), (5), (8), and (11). The following presents closed-
form solutions to terms ,

and , respectively. Notice that
random variables , , , and follow expo-
nential distributions with means , , , and , respec-
tively, which are independent of each other. Hence, substituting
(4) and (5) into term , we easily obtain

(39)
Using (8), we can calculate as

otherwise.

(40)

Similarly, substituting (11) into term , we
easily obtain

(41)

Now, we complete the closed-form outage probability analysis
for the full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme. In what follows, we

examine the outage performance of the traditional F-DSTC [18]
with full-duplex regime, called the full-duplex-based F-DSTC.
2) Outage Analysis of Full-Duplex Based F-DSTC Scheme:

Typically, the F-DSTC scheme proposed in [18] always adopts
the so-called distributed Alamouti space-time coding to achieve
the cooperative diversity, no matter whether U1 and U2 decode
each other’s information successfully or not. To be specific, in
the first time frame of block , both U1 and U2 transmit their
own information and to the destination with power .
Considering the full-duplex regime, U1 and U2 can receive and
decode each other’s information, where the decoded outcomes
at U1 andU2 are denoted by and , respectively. Then, in the
subsequent time frame, U1 and U2 transmit their decoded out-
comes according to the Alamouti space-time coding, i.e.,
and are forwarded to the destination. Thus, the signal vector
received at the destination in two consecutive time frames of
block , as denoted by , can be written as

(42)

which can be further rewritten as

(43)

By applying the Alamouti decoding to (43), the destination at-
tempts to decode and as shown in (44) at the bottom of the
page. One can observe from the second term in the right-hand
side (RHS) of (44) that either U1 or U2 or both failing to decode
will lead to and/or , which results in interfer-
ence at the destination in decoding both and , and severely
degrades the transmission performance. This also implies that
the interuser channels between U1 and U2 are the bottleneck of
the traditional F-DSTC scheme. It will be shown in Section IV
that the F-DSTC scheme can not achieve the full diversity due
to the bottleneck effect caused by inter-user channels.
From (44), when both U1 and U2 succeed in decoding,

i.e., and , we have
and , thus the mutual information from U1 to
the destination is given by .
When U1 succeeds and U2 fails, i.e., and

(44)
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, we have and , using which
the mutual information from U1 to the destination is ob-
tained as by considering

given , where and
arise from the fact that

and are independent of each other in case of .
Similarly, if U1 fails and U2 succeeds (implying
and ), we obtain and , thus the
mutual information from U1 to the destination can be ob-
tained as . In addition,
when both U1 and U2 fail to decode each other’s informa-
tion, i.e., and , we can calculate the
mutual information from U1 to the destination from (44) as

. Thus, an
outage probability of the full-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme is
given by (45) at the bottom of the page, where and are
given by (4) and (5), respectively. One can see from (45) that
it is challenging to obtain a closed-form solution to the outage
probability of the full-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme. Never-
theless, given a parameter set , the
outage probability can be easily calculated from (45) through
numerical computation.
3) Numerical Results: We present the outage probability

comparison of the proposed full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme
with the traditional noncooperative and the full-duplex-based
F-DSTC schemes. In Fig. 4, we show the outage probability
performance versus transmit SNR of the noncooperative,
the full-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes with

. As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed
O-DSTC scheme strictly outperforms both the noncooperative
and the F-DSTC schemes in terms of the outage probability
across the whole SNR region. One can also see from Fig. 4
that, in the low SNR region, the outage probability of the
F-DSTC scheme is even worse than that of the noncooperative
transmission. On the other hand, in high SNR region, as the
transmit SNR increases, the outage probability of the F-DSTC
scheme decreases at the same speed as the noncooperative
transmission. However, the outage probability decrease of the
proposed O-DSTC scheme is at higher speed than both the

Fig. 4. Outage probability versus transmit SNR of the nonco-
operative, the full-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes with

and .

F-DSTC and noncooperative schemes. This implies that the
proposed O-DSTC achieves higher diversity order (also known
as diversity gain), which will be proven in Section IV.
Now, we study an impact of data rates, i.e., and ,

on outage performance through numerical evaluation by
introducing multiplexing gains and (for U1 and U2,
respectively), where the multiplexing gains are defined as

and . Fig. 5 shows the
outage probability versus transmit SNR of the noncooper-
ative and proposed full-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes with

and , differing from
Fig. 4 where the data rates and are set to be fixed and
do not vary with the change of SNR . From Fig. 5, one can
observe that, in the case of , the outage probability of the
O-DSTC scheme decreases at the same speed as the noncoop-
erative in high SNR region, which shows that no diversity gain
is achieved by U1’s transmissions given the U2’s multiplexing
gain . As decreases from to 0.4, the speed of
the outage probability decrease in high SNR region improves
and, moreover, it keeps unchanged when decreases from

(45)
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Fig. 5. Outage probability versus transmit SNR of the noncooperative and
proposed full-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes for different U2’s multiplexing
gains with U1’s multiplexing gain and

.

to 0. In other words, given U1’s multiplexing gain
, the diversity gain obtained by U1’s transmissions

initially increases, as decreases from to 0.4, and even-
tually converges after . Therefore, one can conclude
that the diversity gain of U1 in the full-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme relates to the multiplexing gains of both U1 and U2.

B. Half-Duplex Based DSTC Schemes

1) Outage Analysis of Half-Duplex Based O-DSTC: In this
subsection, we study the outage probability performance of the
proposed half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme. Following (19),
(22), (26), (30), and (32), an outage probability of the U1’s trans-
mission with the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme is calcu-
lated as

(46)

In the following, we examine closed-form solutions to these
terms as given in the RHS of the above equation. Combining
(17)–(19), we can easily obtain closed-form solutions to terms

, , , and as

(47)

By using (22) and (30), a closed-form expression for
and is given

by

otherwise.

(48)

Similarly, following (26) and (32), we can calculate terms
and as

(49)

This completes a closed-form outage probability analysis for the
proposed half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme. In what follows,
we present an outage analysis of the traditional F-DSTC scheme
with the half-duplex relaying, referred to as the half-duplex-
based F-DSTC.
2) Outage Analysis of Half-Duplex Based F-DSTC Scheme:

The difference between the half-duplex-based F-DSTC and
the proposed half-duplex-based O-DSTC lies in the third
time frame of block . Specifically, in the half-duplex-based
F-DSTC scheme, U1 and U2 always forward and to
the destination in the third time frame regardless of whether
and are decoded correctly or not. Hence, considering

the half-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme, we can express the
received signals at the destination during the three consecutive
time frames of block as

(50)

from which we can obtain

(51)

By using the Alamouti decoding, the destination attempts to de-
code and from (51) as follows in (52) at the bottom of
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the page. One can see from the preceding equation that either
U1 or U2 or both failing to decode would result in
and/or , causing interference at the destination in de-
coding both and . Similar to (45), an outage probability of
the half-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme can be calculate from
(52) as shown in (53) at the bottom of the page, where
and are given by (17) and (18), respectively. Although ob-
taining a closed-form outage expression for the half-duplex-
based F-DSTC scheme is challenging, we can easily obtain nu-
merical outage probabilities using (53).
3) Numerical Results: We present an outage probability

comparison among the noncooperative, the half-duplex-based
F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes. Fig. 6 shows the outage
probability versus transmit SNR of the noncooperative,
the half-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes with

. As shown in low SNR region, the
half-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC perform worse than
the noncooperative scheme in terms of the outage probability.
This is due to the half-duplex relay constraint, which results
in certain spectrum utilization loss and degrades the outage
performance. However, in higher SNR region, the benefits
achieved from diversity gain overtake the costs due to half-du-
plex relaying and the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme
performs better than the noncooperative scheme. One can also
observe in high SNR region of Fig. 6 that, as transmit SNR
increases, the outage probability of the proposed O-DSTC
scheme decreases at much higher speed than both the F-DSTC
and noncooperative schemes.
In Fig. 7, we depict the outage probability versus

transmit SNR of the noncooperative and the half-du-
plex-based O-DSTC schemes with and

Fig. 6. Outage probability versus transmit SNR of the nonco-
operative, the half-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes with

and .

, where and are called multiplexing
gains of U1 and U2, respectively. Notice that, in the half-du-
plex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes, the multiplexing
gains and typically vary from zero to two-third, which
will be illustrated from the DMT analysis as conducted in
Section IV. As shown in Fig. 7, for either or 0.3, the
outage performance of the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme
with is the same as that with . Meanwhile, as
decreases from to 0.3, the proposed O-DSTC scheme
improves significantly in terms of diversity gain, as shown in
Fig. 7. This implies that the diversity gain of U1 only depends

(52)

(53)
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Fig. 7. Outage probability versus transmit SNR of the noncooperative and
the half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes for different multiplexing gains of U1
and U2 ( and ) with .

on its own multiplexing gain and is independent of the
cooperative partner’s multiplexing gain .

C. Conventional S-DF Cooperation

We now study an outage probability analysis of the con-
ventional S-DF cooperation [4] for a performance comparison
with the proposed full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC
schemes. According to (34)(36), an outage probability of the
S-DF cooperation can be given by

(54)

where , , and are given by (34),
(35), and (36), respectively. From (34) and (36), we can easily
obtain and

. In addition, using (35),

term is calculated as

otherwise.

(55)

So far, we have derived a closed-form outage expression for the
conventional S-DF cooperation over Rayleigh fading channels.
In the following, we present an outage probability comparison
among the noncooperative, conventional S-DF [4], and the pro-
posed full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes.

Fig. 8. Outage probability versus transmit SNR of the noncooperative,
conventional S-DF cooperation [4], and the proposed full-duplex and half-du-
plex-based O-DSTC schemes with and

.

Fig. 8 shows the outage probability versus transmit SNR
of the noncooperation, conventional S-DF cooperation [4]

and the proposed full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC
schemes. One can observe from Fig. 8 that the full-duplex and
half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes outperform the conven-
tional S-DF cooperation by about 5 and 3 dB, respectively. This
indirectly shows the advantage of proposed O-DSTC over the
superposition modulation based cooperative diversity [7], [8],
since the latter approach outperforms the conventional S-DF
cooperation by 1.5–2 dB only as reported in [7] and [8].

IV. DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF ANALYSIS

In this section, we conduct the DMT analysis for the pro-
posed full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes.
Following [22], the diversity gain of a wireless transmission
system can be defined as

(56)

where represents an outage probability of the wire-
less transmission system and is the transmit SNR.Meanwhile,
given multiplexing gains and , the date rates of U1 and U2
(i.e., and ) are given by

(57)

and

(58)

By using (37), (56), and (57), the DMT of the noncooperative
scheme is easily obtained as

(59)
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where . One can see from (59) that a maximum
diversity gain is achieved as and, on the
other hand, a maximum multiplexing gain of one is obtained as

. In the following, we examine the DMT for the full-
duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC and F-DSTC schemes.

A. Full-Duplex-Based O-DSTC Scheme

Considering and following (38), we calculate an
outage probability limit of the full-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme as

(60)

From (39), we can easily obtain

. Using the result of Appendix A, we have

(61)
where represents the higher-order terms. In addition, by
considering and using Taylor series expansion, term

can be expanded as

(62)

Similarly, applying Taylor approximation to (41), we have

(63)

By substituting (61)–(63) into (60) and combining these re-
sults with (56)–(58), the DMT of the full-duplex-basedO-DSTC
scheme is obtained as

(64)

which shows that a maximum diversity gain of two is obtained
as . One can observe from (64) that the diversity
gain of U1 not only depends on its ownmultiplexing gain , but
also relates to its partner’s multiplexing gain . This reason is
that, either U1 or U2 increases the multiplexing gain (i.e., higher
data rate), it decreases the probability of occurrence of case
and increases the occurrence probability of the other case
. Moreover, under cases and 2, different diversity gains
are achieved by U1 as implied from (8) and (11), which finally
leads to the fact that the diversity gain of U1 depends on both
and . From (64), given a U1’s multiplexing gain , the

diversity gain of the U1’s transmissions can be maximized when
. Also, one can imagine that given , the diversity gain

Fig. 9. Diversity gain of the full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme versus multi-
plexing gains of U1 and U2 ( and ).

of the U2’s transmissions is given by , which
is maximized with . Therefore, by jointly considering
U1 and U2, an optimal DMT of the proposed full-duplex-based
O-DSTC scheme is achieved when .
In addition, one can see from (64) that given ,

the DMT of the full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme is
, which indicates that the max-

imum multiplexing gain is one. This is an optimal DMT for
the 2 1 multiple-input and single-output (MISO) channel, as
discussed in [22]. Moreover, it is proven in [22] that the max-
imum multiplexing gain of multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) channel is shown as the minimum of the number of
transmit antennas and that of receiver antennas. Notice that the
two cooperative users (i.e., U1 and U2) and one common desti-
nation can form a distributed 2 1 MISO channel. Therefore,
it is feasible to achieve a multiplexing gain higher than one
by increasing the number of receive antennas at the common
destination.
In Fig. 9, we plot the diversity gain of the U1’s transmissions

as a function of multiplexing gains and using (64). One can
easily observe from Fig. 9 that given , a maximum diversity
gain, i.e., , is achieved when . As shown in
Fig. 9, for , the diversity gain of U1’s transmissions
by using the full-duplex-based O-DSTC is , which is the
same as that of the noncooperative scheme as given by (59). It is
pointed out that, considering the full-duplex-based O-DSTC and

, the diversity gain of U2’s transmissions can similarly be
obtained as . Therefore, for the full-duplex-based O-DSTC
scheme, one can conclude that, when U1 (or U2) transmits its
own information at the full rate, the DMT performance of its
partner is degraded to be the same as that of the noncooperative
scheme.
For the purpose of comparison, let us examine the DMT

of the full-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme [18]. Letting
and following (4) and (5), we easily obtain that

is equal to one, and terms

,
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and behave as ,

and , respectively. Similar to (61),

behaves as

. In addition, one can see that terms

and

respectively, converge to nonzero constants. Substituting these
results into (45) and combining with (56)–(58), we can easily
obtain the DMT of the full-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme as

(65)

which shows that a maximum diversity gain of only one is
achieved as . This is due to the fact that, in the
full-duplex-based F-DSTC scheme, a failure in decoding the
partner’s information at any of the two users (i.e., U1 and U2)
results in interference at the destination in decoding both users’
information, leading to a maximum diversity gain of only one.
In addition, one can see from (65) that, when either U1 or U2
transmits its own information at the full rate, the diversity gain
of the full-duplex-based F-DSTC becomes zero. This is because
that either U1 or U2 with the full rate transmission results in its
partner always failing to decode its information, which always
leads to interference at the destination in decoding both users’
information.

B. Half-Duplex-Based O-DSTC Scheme

We investigate the DMT performance of the half-du-
plex-based O-DSTC scheme. Letting and following
(19), we can obtain

and

In addition, following (48), we have

. Similarly, from (49), we obtain

. Substituting these results into (46)

and combining with Eqs. (56)–(58), we can obtain the DMT of
the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme as

(66)

which shows that a maximum diversity gain of two is obtained
as the multiplexing gain approaches zero. One can also ob-
serve from (66) that the diversity gain achieved by U1 only
depends on its own multiplexing gain and has nothing to
do with its partner’s multiplexing gain . This is because that
the U2’s multiplexing gain only affects U1 in decoding U2’s
information. However, no matter whether U1 succeeds in de-
coding U2’s information or not, the diversity gain of U1 keeps
unchanged, e.g., and

, as implied from (22), (30), (26) and (32).
One can also observe from these equations that the U1’s diver-
sity gain only relates to whether U2 succeeds in decoding U1’s
information, which is irrelevant to the U2’s multiplexing gain.
Therefore, the DMT of U1 and U2 are independent of each other
in the half-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme, differing from the
full-duplex-based O-DSTC scheme where mutual dependence
exists between U1 and U2 in terms of DMT, as shown in (64).
We now examine the DMT of the half-duplex-based F-DSTC
scheme [18]. By considering , it is easy from (53) to ob-

tain that behaves as . Substi-
tuting this result as well as (57) and (58) into (56) gives

(67)

where and . As shown in (67), a max-
imum diversity gain of only one is achieved as .
Moreover, mutual dependence between U1 and U2 exists in
terms of DMT performance, which arises from the fact that ei-
ther U1 or U2 failing to decode would result in interference at
the destination in decoding both users’ information, as shown
in (52).
Fig. 10 shows a DMT comparison among the noncooperative,

the conventional S-DF cooperation [4], the half-duplex-based
F-DSTC and O-DSTC, and the full-duplex-based F-DSTC and
O-DSTC schemes with . Notice that the DMT curve
of the noncooperative scheme is identical to that of the full-du-
plex-based F-DSTC scheme. As shown in Fig. 10, as the mul-
tiplexing gains and approach zero, both the full-duplex
and the half-duplex-based F-DSTC schemes [18] achieve a di-
versity gain of one. However, no matter which duplex mode
is adopted, a maximum diversity gain of two is obtained by
the proposed O-DSTC scheme, showing its advantage over the
F-DSTC scheme. One can also observe from Fig. 10 that both
the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC schemes strictly
outperform the conventional S-DF cooperation [4] in terms of
the DMT performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored O-DSTC for DF cooperation
systems. We proposed the full-duplex and half-duplex-based
O-DSTC schemes and evaluated their outage probability per-
formance over Rayleigh fading channels. For the comparison
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Fig. 10. Diversity-multiplexing tradeoffs of the noncooperative, the conven-
tional S-DF cooperation [4], the half-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC, and
the full-duplex-based F-DSTC and O-DSTC schemes with .

purpose, we conducted an outage analysis for the noncooper-
ative, the conventional S-DF cooperation, and the full-duplex
and half-duplex-based fixed DSTC (F-DSTC) schemes. Nu-
merical results showed that the proposed O-DSTC scheme
outperforms the conventional S-DF and F-DSTC schemes in
terms of the outage probability considering both the full-duplex
and half-duplex modes. In addition, we examined the DMT of
the full-duplex and half-duplex-based O-DSTC and F-DSTC
schemes as well as the conventional S-DF cooperation. It was
shown that, no matter which duplex mode (i.e., full-duplex
and half-duplex) is considered, the proposed O-DSTC scheme
strictly outperforms the conventional S-DF and F-DSTC
schemes. We also illustrated that, in the full-duplex-based
O-DSTC scheme, mutual dependence exits between two
cooperative users in terms of DMT. However, for the half-du-
plex-based O-DSTC scheme, the DMT performance of the two
users are independent of each other, i.e., the diversity gain of a
user only relates to its own multiplexing gain.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF EQ. (61)

Using (8) and letting , and

, we can rewrite

as . Notice that random variables

and follow exponential distributions
with means and , respectively. Thus, we can calculate

as

(A.1)

which shows . Considering and letting
, we can obtain from Taylor series

(A.2)

Substituting (A.2) into (A.1) yields

(A.3)

Applying Taylor series expansion to the above equation obtains

(A.4)

Substituting into (A.4) gives

(A.5)
This completes the proof of (61).
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